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Building on previous editions, this third edition of the Smart Card Handbook offers a completely updated overview of the state of the art in smart card technology. Everything you need to know about smart cards and their applications is covered! Fully revised, this handbook describes the advantages and disadvantages of smart cards when compared with other systems, such as optical cards and magnetic stripe cards and explains the basic technologies to the reader. This book also considers the actual status of appropriate European and international standards.
    “The book is filled with information that students, enthusiasts, managers, experts, developers, researchers and programmers will find useful. The book is well structured and provides a good account of smart card state-of-the-art technology… There is a lot of useful information in this book and as a practicing engineer I found it fascinating, and extremely useful.” —Review of second edition in Measurement and Control.    

    ‘The standard has got a lot higher, if you work with smart cards then buy it! Highly recommended.’    

    Features include:    

    New sections on:     

	
    smart card applications (PKCS #15, USIM, Tachosmart).
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Data Warehousing and Knowledge Discovery: 10th International Conference, DaWak 2008 Turin, Italy, September 1-5, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
Data Warehousing and Knowledge Discovery have been widely accepted as key technologies for enterprises and organizations as a means of improving their abilities in data analysis, decision support, and the automatic extraction of knowledge from data. With the exponentially growing amount of information to be included in the decision making process,...
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Fiber Optic Sensors, Second Edition (Optical Science and Engineering)CRC Press, 2008


	In recent years, fiber optic sensors have developed from the laboratory

	research and development stage to practical applications. The market for

	fiber optic sensor technology may be divided into two broad categories

	of sensors: intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic sensors are used in medicine,

	defense, and aerospace applications,...
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Spacecraft Power SystemsCRC Press, 2004
The first man-made satellite was Sputnik I, launched and operated by Russia in the low Earth orbit in 1957. In the decade that followed, the American space exploration programs launched many Earth orbiting satellites. The first commercial geosynchronous satellite, Intelsat-1, was placed in orbit in 1965, and, in 1969, NASA’s Apollo-11 became...
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Electric Power Transformer Engineering (The Electric Power Engineering Series, 9)CRC Press, 2003

	Transformer engineering is one of the earliest sciences within the field of electric power engineering, and power is the earliest discipline within the field of electrical engineering. To some, this means that transformer technology is a fully mature and staid industry, with little opportunity for innovation or ingenuity by those practicing...
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Visual Studio .NET Tips and TricksLulu.com, 2004
Visual Studio .NET is one of the most versatile and extensible programming tools released by Microsoft. The number of features and shortcuts available in VS.NET is truly immense, and it grows tremendously with each release. Developers who are unaware of these timesaving features surely miss out on opportunities to increase their programming...
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Evolutionary Computation in Dynamic and Uncertain Environments (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
This book provides a compilation on the state-of-the-art and recent advances of evolutionary algorithms in dynamic and uncertain environments within a unified framework. The motivation for this book arises from the fact that some degree of uncertainty in characterizing any realistic engineering systems is inevitable. Representative methods for...
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